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Message from Subrata
Hi, valued Members, Partners, Supporters and readers!
The economically challenging landscape that greeted us, as we ushered in 2017, did
not dampen our spirit and fortitude much. It is still business as usual, with our staff,
partners, supporters and volunteers all chipping in, to ensure our core services
remain the best possible they could be.
Once again, why HWA could emerge resiliently from yet another challenging year
is due to the continued help rendered by all of you that have contributed in one
way or another, towards supporting us, our cause and our work. Allow me to thank
each and every one of our collaborators and partners who has made the difference,
in 2017 so far!

Subrata Banerjee
Executive Director

At least three big events have marked this past quarter or so – we’ve held our Annual Flag Day and Annual
General Meeting (AGM) recently, and our inaugural Charity Golf.
I am grateful to the many Members who have actively come forward to help HWA raise funds during our
Flag Day, held on Saturday, 16 September 2017. With your overwhelming support, we have managed to raise
S$86,713.05 from the street collections alone. Thank you, once again, for making the effort. Every one of
you does matter!
I would also like to extend our Association’s heartfelt appreciation to our many dedicated Members, for
helping sell the Donation Draw tickets regularly over the past six months. We applaud your efforts, and wish
to reaffirm your importance to HWA’s work and cause. Should you be keen to register to help out in HWA’s
community outreach and fundraising activities, in case you have not, do get in touch with our Fundraising
Department.
We organised our first ever Charity Golf event, in aid of our Association, on Friday, 6 October 2017, with the
kind assistance of our committed partner, Mr Jimmy Tan (of Demand Print Pte Ltd) and his well-meaning
friends and associates. The event was held at Seletar Country Club, details of which you could read on Page 14.
Do also note that our next major event, HWA’s Year-end Charity Lunch (that is, our ‘Year-end Party’) will
be held on Sunday, 3 December! Priority seats and invitations will be extended to our Members whom have
actively participated in, and supported, HWA’s fundraising and community outreach events so far in 2017.
We certainly have not forgotten you!
Our Annual General Meeting (AGM), on Saturday, 9 September 2017, saw a very encouraging turnout, with
more Members coming forward to nominate suitable candidates to serve, by leading the Association as
Board Members. Our Members turned up in force, to an extent we have not really witnessed in almost a
decade. Do also join me, in extending our fullest support to our newly elected Executive Committee!
Last but certainly not least, let us congratulate our President, Mr Edmund Wan, on his latest accolade of
being presented the Public Service Medal (Pingat Bakti Masyarakat) on Singapore’s 52nd Birthday. He
has added yet another feather to his cap, being nationally recognised for his diverse contributions to the
Singapore community.
I wish to leave you with this – “Our Association is, only because we are!” Do forge ahead with us, onto
the next lap of our journey together, as we set out to make an even greater difference towards enabling,
empowering and enriching our Members and Beneficiaries with more assistance, value and meaning. We
definitely can keep “Impacting Lives, Bridging Communities” ! Stay tuned.

HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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Our Executive Committee
Our Executive Committee comprises 12 Members of the Association. Elected every two years at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM), these dedicated men and women serve on an honorary basis.
The Executive Committee oversees, and advises on, the management of the Association, and ensures its
compliance with sound governance practices so that its objectives are fulfilled.

Mr. Edmund Wan Fook Wing, PBM
President

Ms. Desiree Lim Kok Liang
Honorary Secretary

Mr. Larry Ng Poh Kwang
Honorary Treasurer

Mr. Hui Beng Hong, PBM
Vice-President

Mr. Edgar Cheong Tuck Mun
Honorary Assistant Secretary

Dr. Navin Nair
Honorary Assistant Treasurer

Ms. Wendy Lau Wong Hing
Committee Member

Mr. Richard Kuppusamy Chien-Ming
Committee Member

Ms. Ivory Baey Hwee Leng
Committee Member

Ms. Judy Anne Wee, PBM
Committee Member

Mr. Raja Singh, PBM
Committee Member

Dr. William Tan Kian Meng, BBM, PBM
Committee Member

HWA’s Core Services: Rehabilitation • Home Care • Wheelchair-accessible Transport • Social Support & Integration
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Our Congratulations!
Our Association
deeply
congratulates
our President,
Mr. Edmund Wan
Fook Wing, for
being conferred
the Public Service
Medal (Pingat Bakti
Masyarakat).
This medal was
recently awarded
by the President
of The Republic
of Singapore, as
announced during
the National Day
Awards 2017, to
Mr. Wan for his
consistent and
varied contributions
to the Association,
and also to the
community through
the Association’s
cause and work.

this while. In his own words, he is excited about how
this national honour would “add yet another feather
to the cap of HWA, in its dedication and service to
the community”.
Mr. Wan has been actively involved as well, in his
own capacity, with the North East Community
Development Council (NE CDC). He has also been
proactively advising his Methodist Church on
Governance matters, and serving his Neighbourhood
Committee, amid his other meaningful portfolios and
contributions to the community.
Do join us in wishing Mr. Wan, all the very best in his
journey ahead, as he continues to steer HWA to even
greater heights and glory!

HWA wishes to
congratulate also Mr.
Raja Singh, Executive
Committee Member,
for being conferred
the PBM at the
National Day Awards
2017.

On behalf of all
its partners and
collaborators,
Mr. Edmund Wan wishing HWA
donors, Members,
Beneficiaries well, at a HWA Event
volunteer
individuals and
organisations, supporters and staff, HWA salutes Mr.
Wan for this national accolade and honour.
(The Public Service Medal was instituted in 1973.
The Medal may be awarded to any person who has
rendered commendable public service in Singapore,
or for his achievement in the field of arts and letters,
sports, the sciences, business, the professions and the
labour movement.
The Medal, in silver, is in the form of a stylised rosette
of undulating folds having, on the obverse side, a disc
with a bar to each side upon which a circular shield
bearing a crescent.)

Mr. Raja Singh, with Memberof-Parliament, Ms. Cheng Li Hui,
and his son

An accomplished
sportsman and
sports administrator,
Mr. Singh competed
in two Paralympic
Games in 1988 and
1992, and achieved
podium success on
numerous occasions
at international
and regional
competitions, before
taking on greater
responsibilities
in leading the
Singapore contingent
as Chef de Mission at
the 2009 and 2015
ASEAN Para Games.

This award comes right on the heels of another
award that Mr. Wan was presented with, the NGO
Leadership & Excellence Award at the 6th Asia Best
CSR Practices Awards (held in August 2016).

Over the years, he has been active in mentoring
younger athletes, and has contributed significantly
towards building a more inclusive society, through
his efforts at raising awareness of disability sports in
Singapore.

With his also being newly re-elected as our
Association’s President, at the recent AGM 2017
held on 9 September, Mr. Wan would like to thank all
whom have inspired and helped him and/or HWA, in
one way or another, in his stewardship of HWA all

Good on you, Mr. Singh, for also extending your
expertise and insights to our Association, in the
journey ahead!

HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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HWA Flag Day 2017 – Raising Funds for
the Disability Cause!

We have had a booth at several, ever-bustling MRT Stations islandwide, complete with enthusiastic faces and smiles

Held recently on Saturday 16 September 2017, HWA’s Flag Day is that one momentous day – when its many wellwishers and supporters would step forward as volunteer tin-bearers, hitting the streets at strategic, high-traffic areas
islandwide, to solicit donations for the physical disability cause.
Armed with tins and HWA’s stickers, as well as a mission to fill these tins to (hopefully) their brim, our volunteers
brave the elements out there, making a difference in their own, dynamic and passionate ways, to uplifting the lives of
our many fellow community members with disabilities.
(Since 1969, we have responded to the call of our fellow Singaporeans with disabilities, providing programmes and
services specially tailored to their individual needs. As a non-profit charitable organisation, and a self-supporting
Association, we rely heavily on the kind generosity of the public, to help us fund our own resources and projects, so
as to better serve our target beneficiaries, in order to build an even more progressive Singapore.)

We are delighted to have the keen support of educational
institutions, among our partner organisations which have
come forward to help
HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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HWA Members, all ready with smiles
and heart, making this Flag Day even
more memorable and meaningful

We are grateful to the well-meaning and kind community out there, for their
ready coins and contributions. We also wish to thank our many inspired and
inspiring volunteers, and our ever-trusty and helpful HWA Members, whom
have partnered us in better engaging our giving community, in our City of
Good.
Our sincere gratitude goes out, too, to our volunteer force whom have made
the counting and sorting of the coins possible, right after the Flag Day.
Thank you, all you noble hearts, for helping us hold our Flag high, loudly and
proudly! The event has been a success, only because all of you have made
the difference and made it so!

HWA Staff and Members ham it up for the cameras, flaunting their tins and
optimism for the day

Many young(er) donors have chipped
in too, to lend their support

HWA’s Core Services: Rehabilitation • Home Care • Wheelchair-accessible Transport • Social Support & Integration
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Towards Greater Understanding and
Awareness of the National Means
Testing System (NMTS) Framework
A Sharing by Edmund Wan, President, HWA
The National Means Testing System (NMTS) framework
was introduced many years ago, as a means of assessing
the affordability of, and the subsidies to be allocated for
individuals enjoying or applying for, services/programmes
offered by the Singapore Government, like medical services
and/or rehabilitation services.
However, if an applicant is already on the Public Assistance
(PA) scheme, he/she would be granted the highest Government
subsidy rate available for the programme concerned.
The NMTS assessment is valid for two years from the date of
assessment. Otherwise, if and when the applicant’s financial
circumstances change, he/she must be subjected to a reassessment (and a revised subsidy rate may then apply).
Conducting a means test for an applicant involves the
following steps:Step 1
Clarification of some key parameters/terms:
•

The total headcount should include only immediate
family members and eligible dependents.

•

Regarding the total immediate family members living
in the same residential address, the applicable total
“income” will be the combined income of all of the
applicant’s immediate family members. Such “income” is
defined as the gross income obtained from all sources,
such as wages, allowances, commissions, investment
income, interests, rental and all other sources of income.
Step 2
Computation of Per Capita Monthly Income:

The monthly per capita family income is derived by dividing
the total gross income of all immediate family members,
by the number of immediate family members and eligible
dependants, that is,
Total Gross Income of all
immediate Family Members (x)
Total number of immediate Family Members
and Eligible Dependants (y)
Step 3
Determination of the Subsidy Rate:
An example of the subsidy rates, based on per capita
income cut-off, is as shown below. (The norm costs of the
programmes are reflected in their respective service models.)

Example: Subsidies for Home- and Centre-Based Services*
(Non-Residential)

Subsidy Rate(s)

Household’s
Per Capita
Monthly Income

Singapore
Citizens

Permanent
Residents

$700 and below

80%

55%

$701 to $1,100

75%

50%

$1,101 to $1,600

60%

40%

$1,601 to $1,800

50%

30%

$1,801 to $2,600

30%

15%

$2,601 and above

0%

0%

*These include Eldercare Centres (such as Day Rehabilitation Centres,
Dementia Day Care Centres, Social Day Care Centres and Senior Care
Centres), Psychiatric Day Rehabilitation, and Home-based Services such as
Hospice Home Medical, Hospice Home Nursing, Home Medical and Home
Nursing, Home Help and Home Personal Care.

Step 4
Final determination of Subsidy, factoring in properties
owned by applicant:
Only the dwelling type, and not the personal savings, is
factored into this. (Thus, if the applicant concerned resides
in a landed or privately own property of a reasonably
high value, he/she would most likely NOT qualify for any
subsidy.)
The Government’s National Means Testing System (NMTS)
and HWA’s own Means-Testing
The NMTS is now automated, and requires generally little
information from the applicant. This is because the NMTS
is linked to other Governmental agencies’ online database
systems, to extract the relevant information needed in the
application process, namely:
•

no. of people residing in the same address

•

the relevant income details

Previously, HWA relied solely on the information furnished
by the applicant, and could not really verify or validate it
against external references/checks.
Now that the government’s NMTS is open to accessing by
Social Service Organisations like HWA, our Association
would be required to verify the applicant’s information
against that already registered with the NMTS.
As a result, many of our Association’s clients might have to
be subjected to a revised rate for our services. Many have
tried submitting appeals, to enjoy higher subsidies than
what they were allowed.
HWA, true to its social welfare cause, would be reviewing
each application, on a case-by-case basis, to provide the
most favourable subsidy, and rate, possible to its clients.
Clients whom might have difficulty affording the rates
determined from the NMTS, can rest assured that they
would not be left behind, as our Association would do our
best to help where we can, particularly the genuinely needy
and needier.

HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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HWA MEMBERS’ MOMENTS
HWA’s Social Integration, Going Places!
HWA organises regular Social Integration events and
outings, for its Members (whom are Persons with
Disabilities), to better facilitate their integration into the
community. These include familiarisation trips to certain
locales and/or places of interest, among other activities.
On 23 August 2017, a small group of HWA Members
took part in a Ground Familiarisation Exercise
conducted by the SMRT, for the newly launched Bukit
Panjang Integrated Transport Hub. For this exercise, we
were one of two Social Service Organisations invited,
to trial the new facilities in terms of their wheelchairfriendliness and barrier-free accessibility. Graced by the
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Vivian Balakrishnan,
this event also involved the grassroots advisors of the
relevant area.
HWA is heartened to be invited by the SMRT, once
again, to such a familiarisation session, and hopes that
our feedback will provide the authorities with a better
understanding of the experiences of Commuters with
Disabilities. Together, we will work towards constantly
improving the accessibility of Singapore’s public
transport infrastructure to commuters with physical
disabilities.

HWA Member featured in SMRT Corporate Video
HWA Member, Mr. Prabhakaran Divakaran John, has been recently featured
in a special, commemorative video created by the SMRT, “30 Years of
Giving, Thank You”.
Mr. Prabhakaran Divakaran John, in his early 70s, is a Beneficiary of the
SMRT’s “Gift of Mobility” Programme, for which he has received SMRT taxi
vouchers applicable for his medical appointments.
The video, published also on YouTube on 17 August 2017, aims to celebrate
the SMRT’s 30 years of operation, thus far, in serving, and giving back to, the
community.
HWA thanks Mr.
Prabhakaran Divakaran
John for consenting to
be in the video, and the
SMRT Corporation Ltd for
its kind partnership and
support of the disability
cause. HWA is certainly
excited, to be a part
of the SMRT’s journey
in “Moving People,
Enhancing Lives”.

(Screengrab of a scene from the video, featuring
Mr. Prabhakaran Divakaran John)

HWA’s Core Services: Rehabilitation • Home Care • Wheelchair-accessible Transport • Social Support & Integration
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HWA Rehab Client Becomes Poster Girl
Madam Pang Guay Lian, a client at HWA’s Jurong Point
Rehabilitation Centre, shares how she has regained
part of her functional independence, with the help
of therapy. Her journey of recovery certainly inspires
us, and we are thrilled to have her grace a number of
HWA’s wheelchair-inclusive vans, as a rehab ‘poster girl’
worthy of feature.
Earlier diagnosed with Cervical Myelopathy (a condition
caused by narrowing of the spinal canal, leading to
spinal cord dysfunction), Madam Pang hopes to be able
to cook again, and be functionally independent in other
ways too.

A highly affable and pleasant character, this 76-year-old
housewife became referred to HWA in October 2016,
following her stint at the Jurong Community Hospital.
She has since made notable progress. While she is
thankful for the dedication and care of HWA’s therapists,
in helping her on the road to functional recovery, her
positive attitude and perseverance certainly played a
part too.
HWA’s therapists Mr. Mani Murugeswaran (the Rehab
Centre’s Senior Occupational Therapist) and Muhamad
Faizal Bin Zaini who developed her therapy regimen,
readily attest to her determination to succeed. “Madam
Pang has been consistent and disciplined in her therapy
sessions, and committed to regaining the agility and
confidence she once knew”, shares Faizal.

HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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Partnering the AIC, Spreading the
“Home First” Message
HWA, in a special partnership with the Agency for
Integrated Care (AIC), has embarked upon getting
five of its Toyota Hiace vans, wrapped, to further
promote the “Home First – Helping Seniors Live
and Age Well at Home” publicity message.
Featured on each of the five vans are Madam
Pang and HWA Physiotherapist Muhamad Faizal
Bin Zaini, whom are both photographed together
during the former’s therapy sessions at the HWA
Jurong Point Rehab Centre.

(Images courtesy of the Agency for Integrated Care (AIC))

This endeavour would, hopefully, garner stronger
awareness about the social healthcare sector
and its services offered, aiding top-of-mind recall
in the general public. As these vans, among
other similar vehicles, travel around Singapore
practically daily, they would help reinforce the
intended messaging in the target audience as well,
that is, the many senior citizens in our midst and
their respective caregivers and/or families.

“Coming here for therapy is convenient, as this rehab
centre is near my home”, enthuses Madam Pang. “I
cherish the times spent at the centre. Coming here is like
catching up with old friends.”
“I benefitted from HWA’s specially arranged, and timely
transportation and therapy sessions, and also its highly
subsidised services – which helped tide me over. Simon
Ng, HWA’s Senior Driver, who has been my dedicated
transport chaperone all this while, has been passionate
and very helpful in getting me to, and from the centre.
He is also a safe and considerate driver.”
“HWA’s role has helped speed up my recovery, and with
new optimism, I’m looking forward to attaining all my
lifestyle goals.”

The visual elements, easily colourful and
aesthetically pleasing, have been designed to
be eye-catching, and symbolic of the social
healthcare sector as being (increasingly) vibrant
and lively, infusing our seniors’ lives ahead with
even more colour, promise and life.
We hope too, that the future would be even
brighter for our seniors, many of whom typically
prefer to spend the autumn of their lives at
their own home, in the comforting presence of
their families and/or closer friends. And that
Singapore’s existing community care services,
including those offered by our Association, would
be even better optimised to enable our seniors
to live well and age meaningfully at home, in the
context of their community.
Do keep a lookout for these vans, hitting
Singapore’s roads from the last quarter of 2017!

HWA’s Core Services: Rehabilitation • Home Care • Wheelchair-accessible Transport • Social Support & Integration
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HWA Annual General Meeting
(AGM) 2017 – Into The Next Lap!

HWA held its most recent Annual General Meeting (AGM) on the afternoon of Saturday, 9 September 2017, at its
Whampoa headquarters’ Rehabilitation Centre.
HWA Life Members and HWA Ordinary Members attended this event, chaired by our out-going President, Mr
Edmund Wan, along with Ms Wendy Lau (out-going Honorary Secretary) and Ms Desiree Lim (out-going Honorary
Treasurer).
The Chairing Panel led the AGM, and took the audience through the latest HWA Annual Report (2016-2017), which
became adopted and approved. The meeting also reflected upon the year’s highs, and how HWA can further scale
new heights, going forward.
Following questions, suggestions and discussions from the floor, the election of the 12 Executive Committee
Members was underway. These Members, tasked with leading, and serving our Association for the next term of two
years (from mid-September 2017 to mid-September 2019), would constitute the next HWA Executive Committee,
having garnered the majority vote.
(These newly appointed Executive Committee Members are all depicted on Page 3.)
Let us congratulate them, and extend our fullest support to them, on their stewardship of our Association, into the
next lap of our journey ahead!

HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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HWA Members, all geared up for the AGM’s proceedings

Election Candidates’ close-up photos, depicted on the walls
leading to the AGM venue

Chairing the AGM, is the Panel comprising HWA’s then outgoing President (Mr. Edmund Wan, with the microphone), outgoing Treasurer (Ms. Desiree Lim, on his right) and out-going
Secretary (Ms. Wendy Lau, on his left)

Our Volunteers, sorting and counting the votes cast

Vice-Presidential candidate Mr. Hui Beng Hong (with the
microphone), delivering his nominating speech

All smiles, with the newly formed HWA Executive Committee,
elected to lead, and serve our Association, for the next term of
two years (from mid-September 2017 to mid-September 2019)

HWA’s Core Services: Rehabilitation • Home Care • Wheelchair-accessible Transport • Social Support & Integration
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HWA Charity Golf 2017 –
Teeing-off for a Good Cause!
Our Association held a Charity Golf event, on Friday 6 October 2017, at the Seletar Country Club.
Conceptualised and implemented by our generous and well-meaning collaborators from Demand Print Pte Ltd, this
charity sporting event-cum-dinner saw a good number of golfers and participants, as well as other donors, generous
prize sponsors and our ardent supporters, well-wishers and volunteers, chip in to raise the profile of HWA and also
fundraise to support our cause and work.

Mr. Jimmy Tan (on the exteme right), from Demand Print
Pte Ltd, along with his team and fellow supporters,
has been instrumental to the event’s success

Mr. Jimmy Tan (on the extreme left), hamming it up
for the cameras, with just a random few of his many
enthusiastic supporters, all of whom turned out in force
to rally behind our cause and work

The crew from Demand Print Pte Ltd, along with our
Association’s staff, warmly welcoming the guests at the
specially designated Reception Counter near the Club’s
entrance

Now, that’s Golf, with a Cause!
One of our many sporting golfers, during the event’s
highlights, playing with passion and purpose

HWA’s Transport vehicle was also a part of the action!

The golfers and all, during the Pilates-based warm-up exercises preceding the tee-off

HWA is proud to win the Charity Governance Award 2014, in recognition of its adopting the highest standards of governance.
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Our unmistakable HWA Corporate Communications
standees also made their presence felt

HWA President, Mr. Edmund Wan (right), presents a
special memento to Mr. Jimmy Tan (centre) and his wife,
Ms. Diana Kong, at the dinner, thanking them for their
hard work and dedication towards helping HWA and the
disability cause

The day’s golfing event was meaningfully complemented
by that evening’s dinner function, to cap off the HWA
Charity Golf 2017

We are definitely ever grateful to the event organisers, led by Mr. Jimmy Tan of Demand Print Pte Ltd (www.
demandprint.com.sg), whom have made the event memorable and meaningful from start to finish.
(We wish to also thank Pilates Core & Beyond (www.pilatescorebeyond.com.sg), for helping to ‘warm-up’ the golfers
before their tee-off, with the Pilates studio’s very own Pilates-based, pre-golfing workout!)

The many supporters at this event comprised a good number of well-meaning golfers, all of whom believe in golfing for a cause

HWA’s Core Services: Rehabilitation • Home Care • Wheelchair-accessible Transport • Social Support & Integration

The Handicaps Welfare Association
(HWA) was founded to encourage
and foster the ideals of self-help and
mutual assistance among people
with disabilities, and to promote
their welfare. All members of the
Executive Committee are persons
with disabilities, elected to lead and
serve in the Association's running.
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Every thought
counts!
Appeal for donations:
For 48 years, HWA has responded
to the call of Singaporeans with
disabilities, providing programmes
and services specially tailored to
their individual needs. However, we
humbly seek your help, to continue
helping them. Please pledge us your
kind support.
Do complete and return the form
below, to offer hope to our fellow community members in need.
As HWA is an Institute of Public Character (IPC) charity, all
donations to HWA will enjoy a tax exemption of 2.5 times the
amount donated.
Help us make Singapore an even more inclusive and caring
society. Donate to our cause.

I would like to help, by donating S$ ____________________ to
the Handicaps Welfare Association’s programmes and services.
Enclosed is my cheque/cashier’s order no.: ________________

(Do make your cheque payable to “Handicaps Welfare Association”;
do write your name in full (as per NRIC), NRIC no., e-mail address if
any, contact number(s) and mailing address on the back of the cheque,
and mail the cheque to:–
Handicaps Welfare Association, 16 Whampoa Drive, Singapore
327725

Please issue receipt to:Name in Full: _________________________________________

Published by

Handicaps Welfare Association
16 Whampoa Drive
Singapore 327725
Tel: 6254 3006
Fax: 6253 7375
Email: hwa@hwa.org.sg

Designed and Produced by
App Content & Concepts Pte Ltd

The opinions and thoughts expressed in
this publication by contributors do not
necessarily reflect the official view of the
Handicaps Welfare Association (HWA).
This is a publication of HWA, a non-profit,
social service organisation. The publication
is distributed free to its Members, and has
no subscription or newsstand price.
No part of this publication may be produced in
whole or part, without prior written permission.
All information, dates and costs/prices (if
any) are correct at the time of printing.
Please note that all prices, if any, are shown
in Singapore Dollars (S$).

NRIC/FIN/UEN: ______________________________________
Mailing Address: _____________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Contact Person (for organisations): _______________________
Contact Number(s): ____________________________(Mobile)
_____________________(Res.) ______________________(O)
We will not disclose your personal information to any person or organisation, nor use it for
any purpose without your consent, other than for the processing of this donation.

You could also donate online, via our website
(www.hwa.org.sg), via credit card or PayPal.
Have a QR reader installed on your
smartphone? Simply scan the QR Code, to
access our mobile website.

Appeal for donations-in-kind:
To better help our clients and families in need, you may also donate
food items. We welcome any contribution, in cash or in kind (in
the form of daily necessity food items), and are grateful for all the
assistance we have received thus far.
If you wish to donate daily necessity food items, please contact our
Social Service Department at 6254 3006.

